Track’s exclusive octagon-to-round 20, 24 or 28 gauge smooth bore,
or .54 caliber or .58 caliber rifled 42” barrels, by Colerain!
Shown with breech plug, installed, at extra cost.
Underlugs and front sight available, installed, at extra cost.
Our 20 gauge barrel is our most popular octagon-to-round  
barrel, offered in 30”, 36”, or 42” length. We also offer this barrel
in 24  and 28 gauge, .54 rifled, or .58 rifled. Breech is 1” octagon,
threaded 3/4-16 for your plug, with a nominal .550” thread depth.
The tapered 1” octagon breech is over 12” long, the front 4”
fading to 16 sides, with a double wedding band at the transition to
round, and a single wedding band 3” forward. Muzzle end is .815”
outside diameter on 42” barrel. Install a concave base front sight.
Our 20, 24, or 28 gauge barrel is cylinder bored for lead or bismuth shot, or patched balls. Never load steel shot in our polished
bore. Our .54 and .58 caliber barrels are cut rifled .012” to .016”
deep, depending on caliber, with six “round bottom” grooves.
Our 42” barrel fits our stock for English fowling gun, French Tulle
fusil de chasse, Type ‘C’, Type ‘D’, or Northwest Trade Gun. Align
the barrel wedding band with the groove in the stock inletting.
We stock this 20 gauge barrel in 30”, 36”, and 42” lengths. We can
trim our 42” barrel, any gauge or caliber, to your desired length, at
small extra cost. Allow five working days shop time.
1710 Dutch Musket 46” barrel, .75 caliber
14-1/2”

31-1/2”

Unlike cheap tapered octagon-to-round barrels turned from high
pressure “drawn over mandrel” hydraulic cylinder tubing, our barrels
are gun drilled, precision made, to close tolerances, by Colerain.
Our 42” barrels fit our pre-inlet stocks quite well, greatly speeding
assembly. Choose our barrel and stock to eliminate the tedious
hand work of inletting a 42” tapered octagon-to-round barrel.
Order .600” balls and .010” patches, or .610” balls to load in
military style paper cartridges. Order 20 gauge fiber wads, overpowder cards, over-shot cards, and a 5 pound box of lead shot.
Track’s octagon-to-round double wedding ring barrel:
Plug is sold separately. Breech is threaded 3/4-16 with a .550”
thread depth. Use our special #Plug-ST-16-3-R with .550” thread
length for easy installation.
Part#
#BBL-20-42
#BBL-20-36
#BBL-20-30
#BBL-24-42
#BBL-28-42

gauge

length

profile

weight

20
20
20
24
28

42”
36”
30”
42”
42”

Track’s
Track’s
Track’s
Tracl’s
Tracl’s

4.0 lb
3.8 lb
3.5 lb
4.6 lb
4.9 lb

Part#
#BBL-54-42
#BBL-58-42

caliber

length

profile

weight

.54
.58

42”
42”

Track’s
Track’s

4.9 lb
4.6 lb

twist
Price
smooth $179.00
smooth $179.00
smooth $179.00
smooth $179.00
smooth $179.00
twist
Price
1-56 $189.00
1-56 $189.00

Track’s 42” barrel has a double wedding ring.
Our octagon barrel does require final hand polishing of the octagon flats, sixteen sided transitions, wedding bands, and round
sections. Polish flats with emery cloth backed with a file or hardwood
block. Draw-file lengthwise. “Shoe-shine finish round portions and
bands with emery cloth strips. Never use power buffing wheels.
Gunsmithing Services, and popular options:
We stock our 42” barrel length, with these parts installed:
#Plug-ST-16-3-R 3/4-16, with .550” thread length
$ 9.99
#UL-NW-1
lug, dovetail, use one
$ 1.50
#UL-NW-S1
lug, soldered, use two
$ 1.60
#FS-Fusil-1-GS front sight, Sterling silver
$ 5.99
#Labor-BP
install breech plug, hand fitted
$25.00
#Labor-DS
install dovetail lug, each
$20.00
#Labor-US
install soldered lug or sight, each
$20.00
Hessian Jaeger 28.5” swamped barrel, .62 caliber
12”

9”	     7-1/2”

Brown Bess Musket 46” barrel, .75 caliber
1.250”

.995”

1.180”   

.857”

1710 Dutch Musket barrel, .75 caliber by Colerain:
The British purchased 10,000 Dutch muskets in 1710. Build an
early fowler or Comittee of Safety musket with this barrel. Length
is 46”, .750” or .775” bore, 1.250” octagon at breech, tapered
14.5” to a wedding band, to round, .857” at muzzle. Flared tang
plug installed.
Part#
bore length profile weight
twist
Price
#Cole-75-Dutch .750 46”
D 7.0 lb smooth
$260.00
#Cole-77-Dutch .775 46”
D 7.0 lb smooth
$260.00
U.S. 1803 Harper’s Ferry 33” barrel, .54 caliber
             
    
10-3/4”
22-1/4”

Part#
#Cole-Bess-1
#Plug-Bess-1
#Labor-BP

bore

.775

length profile

weight

Part#
#Cole-1803

caliber

.54

length

profile

weight

twist

33”

1803

5.5 lb

1-56

Price
$220.00             

twist

46” Bess
6.0 lb smooth
Brown Bess breech plug
install plug, hand fitted

1800 Baker Rifle 30” barrel, .62 caliber

#Cole-62-Hessian .62 28.5” Jaeger
3.6 lb 1-66 $190.00
Price
$279.00
French Musket 46” smoothbore barrel, .69 caliber
$ 25.99
$ 25.00
12-1/2”
33-1/2”
                     

.990”
1.250”
.820”
French Musket barrel, 46” by Colerain:
1.125”
.880”
Our 46” French musket smooth bore barrel is ideal for fullstock
flint fowling guns, fusils, and muskets. The .69 caliber smoothbore
Baker Rifle barrel, English Model 1800 by Colerain:
Tapered 30” round barrel, for England’s first official issue rifle. 46” musket barrel has a 1.250” octagon breech tapering to .990”
ahead of the wedding band. Tapered round from the wedding band
Threaded 3/4-16 for the breech plug, sold separately.
to .820” at the muzzle. Flared tang plug is installed.
Part#
caliber
length profile
weight
twist
Price
caliber length
profile
weight
twist
Price
#Cole-62-Baker .62
30” Baker 5.0 lb
1-66
$179.00 Part#
#Cole-69-French .69 46” French
5.0 lb smooth $260.00
                     

       1.105”            .950”	 .900”
U.S. Model 1803 Harper’s Ferry Rifle barrel by Colerain:
We stock the early 33” barrel for the U.S. Model 1803 rifle.
Threaded 3/4-16, plug is installed. Cut rifled, .54 caliber, 33” length,
1.105” breech, 10-3/4” tapered octagon, round to .900” muzzle.

.875”	         .875”		 1.018”

Hessian Jaeger Rifle barrel, 28-1/2” by Colerain:
1.464”
.890”
Our Hessian barrels has 1 turn in 66 inch twist, .62 caliber, 28.5”
long, swamped. Flared tang is factory installed. Use this barrel on
Brown Bess barrel, First Model, 46” by Colerain:
Pre-inlet into our 1730, 1742, 1746, and 1755 First Model Brown an English Sporting rifle, after retrofitting our English percussion
Bess stocks, this tapered round 46” barrel has the big ring turned at hooked breech plug and tang with 3/4-16 thread.
the breech end. Plug is sold separately. Smooth bore is .775”.
Part#
caliber length
profile
weight
twist
Price

203

